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Resumen. La señal digital terrestre en el Ecuador, es un 

tema poco conocido que ha tomado impulso desde abril del 

año 2009; en este año es cuando se empieza a analizar los 

diferentes estándares de transmisión y por consiguiente se 

toma la decisión de adaptar el estándar brasileño ISDB-Tb, 

que es una variación del estándar japonés. Este proceso de 

cambio permite que se abran nuevas puertas para los 

desarrolladores de software, como lo es la programación de 

aplicaciones para television digital. 

Una de las herramientas que está tomando auge es el 

GINGA, la cual es un grupo de tecnologías con mejoras 

brasileñas que enlazan el sistema operativo con la parte de 

hardware, permitiendo realizar aplicaciones que 

interactúan con la señal transmitida al televisor, 

independientemente de la plataforma de hardware que 

manejen los fabricantes. Además, es un middleware que 

maneja diversos tipos de lenguajes y librerías de funciones 

que permiten el desarrollo fácil y rápido de aplicaciones 

interactivas. 
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Abstract. The digital terrestrial signal in Ecuador, 

is a little known theme that has taken impulse since April of 

2009; In this year is when it begins to analyze the different 

standards of transmission and therefore the decision is made 

to adapt the Brazilian standard ISDB-Tb, which is a 

variation of the Japanese standard. This process of change 

allows new doors for software developers, such as the 

programming of applications for digital television. 

One of the tools that is gaining upgrade is the GINGA, 

which is a group of technologies with Brazilian 

improvements that link the operating system with the 

hardware part, allowing to realize applications that 

interact with the transmitted signal to the television, 

independently of the platform of Hardware that 

manufacturers handle. In addition, it is a middleware that 

handles different types of languages and function libraries 

that allow the easy and fast development of interactive 

applications. 
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1. Introduction 

In the province of Imbabura there is not enough 

information about interactive application development for 

digital terrestrial television, since the digital signal is not yet 

accessible in that province. This scientific article aims to 

provide a basic guide in the aspect of interactive applications 

for future generations of software developers, especially 

with the ginga tool since it allows many functionalities 

through its components. 

Ginga was born in the country of Brazil as a project by 

the Pontificia Universidad Católica de Rio de Janeiro. This 

middleware is born with this name because ginga is a unique 

and indescribable quality that distinguishes the Brazilian 

people, in addition it is a movement of the traditional dance 

capoeira; A dance that was born as a form of entertainment 

of the slaves, its movements are similar to a fight but without 
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physical contact. Ginga was born as free software because 

of the need to realize social / digital inclusion in all 

households, allowing everyone to have access to learning, 

social services, information, among others through their 

television (López & Oleas, 2012, págs. 40-41-42-43). 

The Ginga middleware is a layer of intermediary 

software that allows the development of interactive 

applications for DTT regardless of the hardware platform of 

the manufacturers and access terminals. It supports the 

development of applications either using a declarative, 

imperative paradigm or both. The two execution 

environments are required in fixed and portable receivers, 

whereas only the declarative environment is required in 

portable receivers (Comunidad Peruana de Ginga, 2015). 

 In this paper a study of the middleware ginga in the 

development of interactive applications for digital terrestrial 

television is carried out by means of the development of a 

prototype client-server system that will serve to demonstrate 

the true scope of the tool and also to compare the 

programming languages JAVA And NCL used by the 

middleware. 

2. Materials y Methods 

Ginga middleware refers to software that includes a set 

of services that allow the interaction between various 

applications, operating systems, hardware, networks, among 

others. The essential part of a middleware is that it works 

independently of the platforms, this refers to that it can 

integrate distributed applications in heterogeneous 

environments facilitating the design and development of the 

systems. 

This article describes the programming languages used 

by ginga, return channel, and application interactivity.  

2.1 NCL Language 

NCL is a declarative language, which focuses on 

developing the problem by presenting a series of 

characteristics that indicate what must be done to reach the 

solution. One of the advantages is that the learning curve of 

this language is very small since any programmer finds it 

easy to be coupled to the development model of NCL. 

The functionality of this language is divided into media 

objects, regions, descriptors, ports, links and connectors; 

which are observed in the syntax shown in figure 1. 

The media objects are defined as the part where the 

content is displayed, this content can be audio, video, text, 

images, among others. 

The next step is to define the areas where the media 

objects will be displayed, these areas are defined by the 

region label. 

The descriptors are responsible for displaying the 

assigned objects. This tag is responsible for giving 

parameters to the stockings. 

The ports allow you to start the presentation of the 

media objects, in addition it gives a presentation order. 

The Links and Connectors allow to control what is 

going to be executed by means of conditions and actions. 

2.2 LUA Language 

LUA is a language developed in the laboratories of the 

Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro with the 

main characteristic of helping other languages that emerged 

in the same site as for example Ginga-NCL. It is for such 

reason that LUA is not such a robust language and should be 

embedded in another to be compiled. 

LUA has been used in some areas of programming 

such as the creation of video games or robotics because it is 

a language that can work in various systems and is also free 

code. 

In order to make connections between LUA and NCL 

easier, new features were developed by LUA, such as the 

NCLua object, which also has several events that can be 

triggered by the remote control of a television. In this way it 

is possible to reinforce the part of the view that is handled 

by NCL. 

There are three main modules that help to enhance 

interactivity, the first is the Event module allows NCLua to 

generate remote control or interactivity events in the LUA 

document. 

The second is the settings module that allows 

interacting with the NCL document by means of the 

"application / x-ncl-settings" property that is declared in the 

interactive application view. 

The third is the canvas module that provides 

functionalities for interactive digital television systems 

allowing you to graph and create new objects to be displayed 

in some assigned region in NCLua. 

Figure 1.  NCL Language Syntax 

Source.  CreaTV Digital, s.f. 
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Figure 2.  Event-Oriented Programming 

Source.  (Riberi F. , 2012) 

2.3 JAVA Language 

This is one of the languages with its well-founded 

bases, since the language java is not new, its beginnings 

begin at the beginning of the 90 in charge of the company 

Sun Microsystems; after a time this company would be 

bought by Oracle Corporation. To understand Java as a 

programming language, you must first understand the basic 

concepts of such technology. 

This technology has gained a large place in the systems 

development market as it has been the basis for very large 

projects. Currently, it is a priority to install Java Virtual 

Machine (JVM), in order to run systems developed with java 

technology. 

  

2.4 Creating the System on the Server 

As mentioned above, the prototype has two 

subsystems, both on the server and on the client respectively. 

The System on the server will be developed with JAVA 

language, in turn you must create the web services that will 

be consumed by the client, these will be developed through 

the SOAP protocol. 

For the development of the System first the entities that 

come from a Postgresql database are generated. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Entity Package 

The next step is to develop the handler, which will be 

in charge of performing direct queries to the database 

through the JPQL language. 

 
 

Figure 5. Manager Package 

The following class pack consists of the Managed 

Bean, which are objects that will later be called from the 

xhtml pages. 

 

 

 

 

 

Because the prototype will be developer with the four-

layer architecture, web services are the component that layer 

services that will subsequently publish the methods so that 

they can be consumed by the client on the digital TV or 

decoder. 

Figure 3.  Java Runtime System Architecture 

Source.   (Menchaca & García, s.f.) 

Figure 6.  Bean Manejados y Clases Util 
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2.5 EC2 de Amazon Server 

For the publication of a web service on the Amazon 

EC2 platform, an instance was configured with the Linux 

operating system Ubuntu 14.04 LS. 

Once installed the operating system proceeds to create 

a security group for the instance in which the following ports 

of exit and entrance for the Ubuntu virtual machine are 

opened: 

 80 (Port TCP) 

 8080 (Port TCP to tomcat) 

 5432 (Port to Postgresql) 

 22 (SSH to access to PUTTY) 

 443 (HTTPS) 

Since the operating system installed in the instance 

only allows its access by console, we must establish a 

remote access by means of the putty tool in which we 

enter the public access of the created instance, the 

following details the access characteristics: 

 

 Ubuntu (user) 

 54.91.186.81 (public ip to access) 

In addition, the instance must have a public Key 

generated for the remote access, to acquire the key, we enter 

the created instance and choose the "Connect" option so that 

the key is then generated by means of a command line in 

Linux, the following are the commands that allow you to 

generate a key: 

 

 ssh -i "ginga.pem" ubuntu@ec2-54-91-186-

81.us-west-2.compute.amazonaws.com 

Now you must generate a file with the extension ".ppk" 

so that the putty program can read it as a key. To generate 

the file the program "puttygen" is used in which the file with 

extension ".pem" is entered to generate a private key with 

the extension ".ppk” 

Then a java application is created with the help of the 

IDE eclipse in which a web service will be realized locally. 

Thanks to the facilities offered by AWS Amazon with its 

IaaS service, you only have to compress the locally 

developed application and copy it to the tomcat directory, 

usually it is /var/lib/tomcat7/webapps.  

To access the application we must do it through port 

8080, as shown at the following address: 

 

 http://54.91.186.81:8080/tvdigital/faces/inde

x.xhtml 

Because the web service was generated in the java 

language it is imperative that you configure the Tomcat 

servlet container for public IP publishing of the instance 

created in EC2 as discussed above. 

 

 

 

Figure 7.  Web Services Used in the Prototype of Purchase and 

Sale of Products by Digital Television. 

Figure 8.  Main System Screen 

mailto:ubuntu@ec2-54-91-186-81.us-west-2.compute.amazonaws.com
mailto:ubuntu@ec2-54-91-186-81.us-west-2.compute.amazonaws.com
http://54.91.186.81:8080/tvdigital/faces/index.xhtml
http://54.91.186.81:8080/tvdigital/faces/index.xhtml
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2.6 Client System 

To consume the web services, it will be necessary to 

implement a class with the LUA language. This class will 

allow the consumption of published methods. This is done 

through functions that run on the client side. This class uses 

the ncluasoap library to call functions that allow the 

connection to the web services. 

Once the connection to the web services is made, the LUA 

class integrates with the NCL class to display the results by 

means of the <media> tag. . 

 
 

Figure 10.  Connection NCL and LUA 

 

3. Results 

The result of this research was successful since the 

server was connected to the client through the service layer. 

There were inconveniences in the tests with the physical 

decoder, but in the virtual decoder an interactive system was 

achieved with almost all the functionalities. 

  

Figure 11.  Client System Main Screen 

From the development of this prototype we obtained 

information about the tools that compose the ginga 

middleware. 

 

Priority Tool 
Ginga 

NCL JAVA 

1 

Documentation   

Amount of Documentation in 

Portuguese 
4,5 2 

Amount of Documentation in 
Spanish 

3 2,5 

Amount of Documentation in 

English 
2 2 

2 Development Environments 5 5 

3 
Support for S. O. (Linux, 

Microsoft) 
5 5 

4 Emulators 4,5 3 

5 Facility of Installation 4 2 

TOTAL 28 21,5 

PERCENTAGE OF PERFORMANCE 80% 61,43% 

 

Table 1. Comparison table 

A cost-benefit analysis was also performed based on 

the devices used. The following formula extracts the actual 

cost of the research depending on the device used. 

                           DCRCRD                             (1) 

Where: 

 CRD: Actual cost excluding the prices of 

digital TV, decoder and virtual decoder. 

 Device (Decoder, Virtual Decoder, TV) 

 CRD: Actual Cost Per Device (Decoder, 

Virtual Decoder, TV) 

 

 

Figure 9.  Consumption of a web service in LUA 

Figure 12.  Actual cost value depending on the device used 
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Device Actual Cost ($) Server Cost ($/MES) 
Web Services Maintenance 

($/MES) 

Device Internal Memory (gb) 

TV 1205 11,65 5 0 

Physical Decoder 2205 11,65 5 2 

Virtual Decoder 705 11,65 5 0,5 

 

Table 2. Initial Values Table 

 
VALUE OF 

CHARACTERISTICS 
VMAX PMAX PM 

Actual Cost 2205 10 3,1 

Server Cost ($/MES) 11,65 10 10 

Web Services 
Maintenance 

5 10 10 

Device Internal Memory 

(gb) 
2 10 0 

 
Table 3.  Value of Features 

 

Devices 
Real 

Cost 

Server Cost 

($/MES) 

Web Services 

Maintenance 

($/MES) 

Device Internal 

Memory (gb) 

Total 

benefit 

Device 

Price ($) 

Cost/ 

Benefit 

TV 5,4 10 10 0 25,4 500 0,2508 

Physical Decoder 10 10 10 10 40 1500 0,093333 

Virtual Decoder 3,1 10 10 2,5 25,6 1 125,6 

 
Table 4.  Cost-Benefit Analysis

    The cost-benefit analysis was performed based on some 

factors that were the most relevant in the case study. 

 

   Once the initial values of each device were found, we 

calculated the maximum and minimum values of each 

characteristic to form Table 2 with the following formula: 

             VMAXPMAXVMINPM /)*(                (2) 

Where: 

 PM: The minimum score is rounded to the 

smallest. 

 VMIN: The minimum value of each column 

in table 1 of initial values 

 PMAX: Maximum score that is granted, in 

this case will be a constant with a value of 10 

 VMAX: The maximum value of each column 

in table 1 of initial values 

Finally, the cost-benefit analysis table 3 is formed by 

means of the following formulas: 

               VMAXPMAXVCR /)*(                      (3) 

Where: 

 CR: It is the actual cost score. 

 V: value of each device 

 PMAX: Maximum score that is granted, in 

this case will be a constant with a value of 10 

 VMAX: The maximum value of each column 

in table 1 of initial values. 

                               VBTCB /)100*(                  (4) 

Where: 

 CB: It is the cost-benefit value. 

 BT: It is the total benefit that results from the 

sum of the characteristics 

 100: Constant 

 V: The value of each Device. 

As shown in Table 3, the highest benefit cost for 

prototype development is with the virtual decoder. 

4. Conclusions  

Ginga middleware is a tool with great capabilities for 

the development of interactive systems but is not yet well 

known by software developers since the digital signal in 

Ecuador has not yet fully covered the region and exists only 

in the main Cities. 

The compatibility of ginga with imported televisions is 

very good, because most of these comply with the minimum 

characteristics that the middleware needs. 

The NCL and JAVA languages used by the ginga 

middleware allow for interactive applications, but 

documentation is not enough because in Ecuador it is a new 

technology but in other countries applications are being 

implemented with other tools and ginga has stopped 

evolving. 
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There are several drawbacks in the realization of a 

comparison between NCL and JAVA since these two 

languages offer extraordinary potentialities working 

together, but separately they have similar drawbacks. The 

study can generate better results when the digital signal 

exists in the province of Imbabura and in turn throughout 

Ecuador. 

The web application made with JSF generated some 

inconveniences that were solved at the same time, since the 

servlet container tomcat needs extra configurations to 

publish a web service from a server on the web. 

The Postgresql database server is perfect for this type 

of applications because it has very good features and does 

not cause problems with the size of the data, even if they are 

very large. In addition, the Amazon AWS platform, used for 

hosting the web application, is compatible with Postgresql. 

The web services generated by SOAP were very easy 

to implement but their operation is very basic since the 

published methods return an arrangement but not an object 

as such. 

The NCL language in conjunction with LUA and 

JAVA enabled a prototype of buying and selling products on 

television that interacts with the viewer user, but with the 

evolution of technology, new languages appeared that allow 

for a more efficient and better development. 

The times that are needed to make an interactive 

system for digital television are very broad. An 

inconvenience that causes setbacks and expands the delivery 

time of the system is the training, since the best information 

is in Portuguese, besides there is not enough documentation 

from reliable sources. 

Although the NCL language is easily understandable 

and allows interactivity to be performed on the digital 

television, it can´t be used on its own, it must learn another 

language as it is LUA for the connections to the application 

developed in JSF. 

In conclusion, interactive systems are the new path to 

be followed by software developers because digital 

television is still one of the main sources of entertainment 

for people worldwide, it is not the only one but one of the 

most used. 
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